ANSWER Governance
ANSWER Governance is a decentralized food real asset investment platform.
As the world economy changes rapidly, investment risk management has become
important. Since the value of investment assets does not rise or fall at the same time,
investment risk management becomes possible by investing in various assets.

Advantages of ANSWER
In the traditional financial sector, investing in raw materials is an aspect that anyone
considering fund investment should not miss. Investing in raw materials, which are real
assets, is a key way to manage investment risk. Alternative investments, called real
assets, can lower the volatility of an investor's asset portfolio and stop inflation. In
particular, the food sector among real assets is a key investment sector globally.
The agricultural products group is considered as the representative of real asset
investment. There are grains such as wheat, soybeans and corn, and favorite foods
such as coffee, sugar, and cocoa. In addition to grains and favorite foods, profits can
also be made by investing in livestock products such as cattle and fisheries products
such as tuna.
However, since most of these real asset investment products are in the form of private
equity funds, it was difficult for individuals to make an investment. Through the
community, ANSWER Government creates a portfolio of real food assets and forms a
platform that creates a foothold for individuals to invest.
If the community works effectively, the Answer community will be able to provide an
opportunity to adopt one of the fundamental elements of decentralized food real asset
finance.
ANSWER Governance (AGOV) Token
ANSWER Governance is released as a unique token (ERC20) called AGOV. It enables
ownership and governance by leading the community and exercising its power. To
promote sustainable growth, AGOV holders are responsible for making important
decisions, including:

Food product composition added
AGOV holders source, develop and support new food product strategies with
competitiveness in the market. Supports portfolio composition and ratio.
Food commerce business operation planning
When the opportunity arises, AGOV holders can participate in the product planning of
partners in the food market business. http://hintchain.io/
Community financial management
To attract strong participants, AGOV holders devise an incentive program that attracts
and retains liquidity providers, marketers, professionals for communities and others.
Revenue ratio update such as contribution
AGOV holders generate revenue based on their contribution. To promote sustainability,
the community is responsible for finding the right balance of returns or fees when
distributing value generating mechanisms.
Devising a method, etc.
AGOV can be used for governance, staking or lending. AGOV holders are responsible
for deciding how to allocate assets to achieve maximum returns, appropriate impact, or
to meet community-determined goals. https://agov.finance/

AGOV Community
Twitter: https://twitter.com/agov_finance
Medium: https://medium.com/@agov.finance
Telegram: https://t.me/ANSWER_GOVERNANCE

AGOV Token Information
Total issue quantity: 1,000,000,000 AGOV
Smart Contract Address: 0xc1ad269f10bf36d6972ee30827051b59d0d2456b
Ticker: AGOV
Decimals: 18
AGOV Finance: https://agov.finance/
Github: https://github.com/answerswap/agov
Base reward: 10 AGOV per block, 200,000,000 AGOV mined as liquidity supply reward
Initial mining pair: AGOV-ETH (multiple 10), ANSW-ETH (multiple 3), ETH-USDC
(multiple 1)
13 weeks of hyperinflation
10% of AGOV earned during hyperinflation is distributed immediately
The other 90% are full locked for the first 13 weeks, then unlocked for about a year,
starting at week 14.
Partner 400,000,000 (52 weeks vesting) / Community Treasury 180,000,000 (156
weeks vesting after hyperinflation) / DEV Fund 20,000,000 (Locked during
hyperinflation) / Evangelist Program 100,000,000 / VC 100,000,000 (52 weeks vesting
after hyperinflation)
An additional amount which is 10% of liquidity mining is dev fund. So, out of 1 billion,
780 million AGOVs are mined first. The items mined first have nothing to do with
liquidity supply.
The weeks in the table are for only a few non-permanent weeks. This is a per block
basis.
ANSW and AGOV are listed on DEX and CEX exchanges.

